MODEL No.  
**EP-H130**

Accepts existing **12 ton** U-type dies, dies for deep indent crimps

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Ram stroke: 28 mm
- Oil volume required: 51 cc
- Force at die face: 120 kN

**SIZE**

317 (L) mm

**WEIGHT**

4.2 kg

**ACCESSORIES**

Steel carrying case with die tray

---

**FEATURES**

The EP-H130H is a H-head with a one inch jaw opening. It accepts all shell type dies and dies for deep indent crimps currently used in 12 ton tool on today's market.

A 68.5Mpa (10,000 PSI) external pump is required to operate this tool.

Consult your connector manufacturer for exact cable, connector and die combinations.

---

**REMARKS**

Dies are sold separately.
Specify the manufacturer's die and connector numbers.

* 25mm jaw opening

* Accepts all dies used for Alcoa, Burndy, T&B, Klauke, Cembre and Blackburn 12 ton compressors, as well as dies for deep indent crimps.